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1.  Connect the theory of adult-youth interaction cycles with 2 
tools to improve relationships (praise and special quality time-in)

2. Apply 5 guidelines for effective praise and 3 guidelines for 
special quality time-in to discussions in your practice

Learning Objectives

3. Identify 4 resources to provide parents/caregivers or 
teachers interested in improving relationships with  praise and 
special quality time-in
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Adult Response: 
"Seriously, get going!" 
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Adult Instruction: 
"Finish your work". 

Youth Response: 
"No." 
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Adult Response: 
"Seriously, get going!" 

Adult Response: 
"If you don’t finish,

you’ll lose all screen 
time!"
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Youth Response: 
“Fine.” 
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Adult Instruction: 
"Finish your work". 
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"No." 
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"Seriously, get going!" 

Adult Response: 
"Whatever, it’s 

your grade!"
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Adult Instruction: 
"Finish your work". 

Youth Response: 
"No." 

Youth Response: 
"No." 

Adult Response: 
"Seriously, get going!" 

Adult Response: 
"Whatever, it’s 

your grade!"

Youth Response: 
:) 
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Tools to Improve Relaionships: Praise
EFFECTIVE PRAISE IMPROVES RELATIONSHIPS WHEN IT IS:

-SPECIFIC (labeling the 
positive behavior)

-FREQUENT (aiming for 5-to-1 
praise to correction) 

-IMMEDIATE (as soon after
the behavior as possible)

Because it directs shared acknowledgement to steps in the right direction from 
problems, which encourages more effective behavior and responses in the future

“Great job following
directions the first time”

“I see you got started
on your worksheet, high five!”

“It’s awesome that
you just tried again!”



Tools to Improve Relaionships: Praise
EFFECTIVE PRAISE IMPROVES RELATIONSHIPS WHEN IT FOCUSES ON:

-EFFORT not 
ABILITY

-PROGRESS 
not PERFECTION

Because this motivates youth to keep trying, even when something
is new or challenging

“I can see you are working really 
hard on that assignment- nice job!”

“I like that you tried to use 
a coping tool to calm down”



Discussing Praise in your Work
WHEN PARENTS, CAREGIVERS, OR TEACHERS BRING UP CONCERNS:

-Guide them to FLIP the 
concern into desired behavior

-Ask them WHEN there may be 
opportunities to show this

-Ask HOW they
will give praise

Because planning WHEN and HOW to look for and respond to 
behavior makes us more likely to follow-through

*Namecalling -->
I statements

*when being
asked to do something

*“I’m proud of you for 
saying how you felt.” 

[pat on the back]



Praise Resources
5 minute videos in English & Spanish from 
San Jose State Health Development Clinic:
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCGU1U

NhUYVfs_Y8oPj4tp2A/videos

Others?

Praise Handout:
capp.ucsf.edu/skills-based-echo

  

Connecting for Care 

EFFECTIVE PRAISE 
Praise improves relationships when it is: 

SPECIFIC FREQUENT IMMEDIATE 
Clearly labeling the  
positive behavior 

Praise 5 times for  
every 1 correction; can use both 
verbal and non-verbal modalities 

Given as soon after the  
behavior as possible 

“Great job following 
directions the first time.”  

“I see you got started 
on your worksheet, high five!” 

“It’s awesome that 
you just tried again!” 

 

Praise improves relationships when it focuses on: 
EFFORT instead of ability PROGRESS instead of perfection 

“I can see you are working really hard  
on that assignment- nice job.” 

“I like that you used  
a coping tool to try to calm down” 

 

Personal Praise Plan: 
1. Behaviors I’d like to see more often: 

 
a.                                                                                                 b.  

 

2. Times or situations I can look for these behaviors are: 
 

a.                                                                                                 b.  
 

3. Specific, labeled praise statements I can make for # 1 are:  
 

a.                                                                                                 b.  
 

4. Nonverbal reinforcements I can pair with praise statements in #3 are:  
 

a.                                                                                                 b.  
 

Notes about using my personal praise plan (for example, when and what I praised, how it went): 



Tools to Improve Relationships: 
Special Quality Time / “Time-In”

EFFECTIVE SPECIAL TIME IMPROVES RELATIONSHIPS WHEN IT IS:
-SCHEDULED and SACRED

(non-contingent)
-Given with UNDIVIDED,

UNINTERRUPTED attention
-YOUTH led (an activity

of their choosing)

Because youth who can reliably count on quality time may be less likely to 
demonstrate attention-seeking behaviors, so it functions as “money in the bank”

Ideally 5-15 
minutes each day

Without phones or
other distractions

Avoid tech & competitive
games if possible



Others?

“Time-in” Resources
Online Guide from Child Mind Institute in 

English & Spanish: 
https://childmind.org/guide/parents-guide-to-

problem behavior/#block_64cbd9b5b5f06

Special Quality Time-In Handout:
capp.ucsf.edu/skills-based-echo

 

Connecting for Care 

SPECIAL QUALITY TIME 
 

Special Quality Time/“Time-in” improves relationships when it is: 
 

SCHEDULED AND SACRED 
Given with UNDIVIDED, 

UNINTERRUPTED ATTENION 
YOUTH-LED 

Ideally 5-15 minutes each day, every 
day  

Without phones or other 
distractions 

Avoid technology and competitive 
games if possible; follow youth’s 

lead: avoid directing the interaction 
or asking lots of questions 

 
 

Personal Special Quality Time/“Time-in” Plan: 
 

1. Times of Day to Schedule “Time In:” 
 

Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday 
       

 

2. Activities youth may choose could include: 
 

a.                                                                                                 b.  
 

 
c.                                                                                                 d.  

 

 

Notes about using my personal “Time-in” Plan (for example, when and what we did, how it went): 



Communication Pearls for Praise & Special Time
“Think of 
your best 

bosses- what 
made them 
best? How 
did you act 

with them vs. 
others?”

“Most kids 
want to do 

their best, but 
don’t have the 

skills or 
scaffolding 
they need to 
get there.”Incredibleparents.org/our-methods





Does anyone have a parent/caregiver or teacher for 
whom this information might be helpful? 

Let’s think through how to approach this using a 
single-session mindset. 

Case-Based Learning



What might their top reason and hope be? How could 
they be phrased? How could you guide them to this?



What might their miracle question be? How could 
they be phrased? How could you guide them to this?



What might their action plan be? How could you 
guide them to this? Are there any materials from 
today that might be helpful to help them narrow 

down their action plan? 
Don’t forget to have them identify supports:



What might their obstacle be be and how could you 
guide them to a plan for overcoming it?



What are ways you believe they can change? How 
could you turn that into a note for their plan?




